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a b s t r a c t
To explore proper extractive solvents and to design an optimized separation process it is highly imperative to understand the molecular-based phenomena governing the solutes partitioning. Moreover, the
development of new techniques for the biomolecules separation and puriﬁcation, while maintaining their
functional characteristics unchanged, is still ongoing. Therefore, in this work, the partition coefﬁcients of
vanillin, a compound with well-known organoleptic properties, were determined using improved ionicliquid-based aqueous two-phase systems (ATPS). Three main parameters were evaluated through the
vanillin partitioning process: the ionic liquid (IL) cation and anion structure, the temperature of equilibrium and the available concentration of vanillin in the global system. In all systems and conditions tested,
vanillin preferentially migrates for the IL-rich phase. In addition, the three studied parameters largely
inﬂuence the vanillin partitioning. In an attempt to elucidate the thermodynamics of the partitioning process, the standard molar thermodynamic functions of transfer of vanillin were also determined based on
the temperature dependence data. These data indicate that the partition of vanillin results from an interplay between enthalpic and entropic contributions where both the IL anion and more complex cations
play an essential role. Moreover, viscosities and densities of both aqueous phases were experimentally
measured at the mass fraction compositions for which the partition coefﬁcients were determined. The
results gathered in this work indicate that IL-based ATPS can be further employed in the extraction and
puriﬁcation of vanillin from different matrices, as conﬁrmed by the large partition coefﬁcients obtained
and improved low viscosity systems.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The interest on vanillin relays on the product diverse applications. Vanillin, 3-methoxy-4-hydroxybenzaldehyde (Fig. 1), is a
biomolecule used for several purposes, whose recovery and puriﬁcation by cost-effective and environmentally safe processes is still
a major concern. Vanillin is one of the mostly appreciated fragrant
substances aiming at creating artiﬁcial ﬂavors in a wide range of
commercial products. Vanillin or vanilla are currently used in food,
beverages, and pharmaceutical products to provide satisfying ﬂavors, as well as in the cosmetic industry for its fragrance [1]. Beyond
these ﬂavor and fragrance applications, vanillin is also used as a
chemical intermediate in the production of pharmaceuticals and
ﬁne chemicals, such as biocides, due to its phenolic character [2,3].
In industry, liquid–liquid extraction processes are often important techniques used for the puriﬁcation of biomolecules due
to their large versatility, ranging from an higher effectiveness,
higher yield, improved purity degree, proper selectivity, technological simplicity and lower cost, to a good combination between
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the recovery and puriﬁcation steps [4–6]. The extraction of
biomolecules is typically carried out using volatile organic solvents
because of their immiscibility with aqueous media [7]. The most
common organic solvents used present, nevertheless, some disadvantages, such as high volatility and toxicity, and the possibility
of denaturating enzymes and proteins to be recovered [5]. Aiming at avoiding the use of organic solvents as the extractive phase
one of the potential methods relays on the application of aqueous
two-phase systems (ATPS). Separation of biological molecules and
particles using ATPS dates to 1958 and were introduced by Albertsson [8]. ATPS consist in two aqueous-rich phases containing typical
polymer/polymer, polymer/salt or salt/salt combinations.
To improve the extraction efﬁciencies and to minimize environmental impacts the replacement of ordinary organic solvents
by ionic liquids (ILs) has been a promising alternative. Organic
solvents may be substituted by hydrophobic ILs as a second
immiscible liquid phase with aqueous media [9] or by the use
of ATPS incorporating hydrophilic ILs [6,10–13]. Indeed, few
years ago, Gutowski et al. [12] showed that aqueous solutions
of imidazolium-based ILs can form ATPS under the addition of
appropriate inorganic salts, such as K3 PO4 . Since then, the equilibrium properties of systems comprising ILs, for the development
of speciﬁc extraction and isolation procedures, have been inves-
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of vanillin.

tigated at our laboratory [9,13–19]. It was already shown that
ATPS formed by K3 PO4 and ILs are extremely advantageous for the
partition of several biomolecules yielding larger partition coefﬁcients than those conventionally obtained with polymer–inorganic
salts or polymer–polymer ATPS [6,10,13]. The extractive potential of biomolecules using IL-based ATPS was previously studied
for distinct compounds, such as testosterone and epitestosterone,
alkaloids, antibiotics, bovine serum albumin, penicillin G, ltryptophan and food coulorants [6,10,13,20–24].
The initial interest on ILs as alternative extractive ﬂuids results
from their physical and chemical advantages, namely negligible
ﬂammability and vapour pressure, high solvation ability, high
chemical stability, high selectivity, and easiness in recovering and
recycling them [25–29]. Moreover, it was already shown that adequate ILs do not signiﬁcantly inactivate enzymes ensuring thus
their structural integrity and enzymatic activity [5,27]. In addition,
once the ILs physicochemical properties are strongly dependent on
the IL nature, the possibility of changing their properties through
the manipulation of the ions that compose them represents an
important advantage. Their “tunnability” makes of ILs unique compounds that can be designed with precise conditions for a particular
process, as well as to manipulate their extraction capabilities for
speciﬁc biomolecules [6,28,30].
Attempting at develop the understanding on the molecular
mechanisms behind the partition of biomolecules in ATPS containing ILs, and to identify the best ILs for the extraction of phenolic
compounds, in this work an extensive study was conducted using
vanillin, a phenolic aldehyde, as the partitioning molecule. For that
purpose, several extraction parameters were studied in ternary
systems composed by imidazolium-based ILs, water and K3 PO4 ,
namely the inﬂuence of the IL cation and anion, the temperature of
extraction and the concentration of vanillin. Moreover, viscosities
and densities of both the inorganic salt-rich phase and the IL-rich
phase were measured in the temperature range from 298.15 K to
318.15 K to evaluate the advantage of using IL-based ATPS.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Since it is highly difﬁcult to attain measurements through all
the possible combinations between cations and anions in ILs, it
is thus crucial to perform measurements on selective systems,
aiming at providing results that can be further used as optimized
extractions procedures. Therefore, this work evaluated the extraction ability of several IL-based ATPS for vanillin. All ILs studied
are based on the imidazolium cation: 1-ethyl-3-methylimid
azolium chloride, [C2 mim]Cl; 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride,
[C4 mim]Cl;
1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride,
[C6 mim]Cl;
1-heptyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride,
[C7 mim]Cl; 1-decyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride, [C10 mim]Cl;
1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride, [amim]Cl; 1-benzyl-

1-hydro
3-methylimidazolium
chloride,
[C7 H7 mim]Cl;
xyethyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride,
[OHC2 mim]Cl;
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide, [C4 mim]Br; 1-butyl3-methylimidazolium
methanesulfonate,
[C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ];
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate, [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ]; 1butyl-3-methylimidazolium methylsulfate [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ];
1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazoliumtriﬂu
oromethanesulfonate,
[C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ]; 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide,
[C4 mim][N(CN)2 ]. The ILs were supplied by Iolitec. To reduce the
water and volatile compounds content to negligible values, ILs
individual samples were dried under constant agitation at vacuum
and moderate temperature (333 K) for a minimum of 48 h. After
this procedure, the purity of each IL was further checked by 1 H, 13 C
and 19 F NMR spectra and found to be >99 wt% for all samples. The
inorganic salt K3 PO4 was supplied from Sigma with a purity level
>98 wt%. Vanillin, >99 wt% pure, was supplied from Aldrich. The
molecular structures of vanillin and the studied ILs are depicted
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The water employed was double
distilled, passed across a reverse osmosis system and further
treated with a Milli-Q plus 185 water puriﬁcation apparatus.

2.2. Vanillin partitioning
A ternary mixture was prepared within the biphasic region containing 15 wt% of K3 PO4 , 60 wt% of an aqueous solution of vanillin
and 25 wt% of all above mentioned ILs. Only for [OHC2 mim]Cl a different composition (15 wt% of K3 PO4 , 40 wt% of IL and 45 wt% of the
aqueous solution of vanillin) was used due to the smaller two-phase
region obtained within this IL. The ternary mixtures compositions
were chosen based on the phase diagrams of each IL reported in
previous works [6,10]. The ternary compositions were prepared
by weight with an uncertainty of ±10−5 g. The vanillin content
inﬂuence was studied using different concentrations of the compound at the aqueous phase composition (0.5 g dm−3 , 1.0 g dm−3 ,
2.5 g dm−3 , 5.0 g dm−3 and 7.5 g dm−3 which correspond to
3.3 × 10−3 mol dm−3 , 6.6 × 10−3 mol dm−3 , 1.6 × 10−2 mol dm−3 ,
3.3 × 10−2 mol dm−3 and 4.9 × 10−2 mol dm−3 , respectively).
Each mixture (IL, K3 PO4 and aqueous solution of vanillin) was
vigorously stirred and allowed to reach equilibrium by the separation of both phases for 12 h and at the temperature of interest
using small ampoules (10 cm3 ) especially built for such extraction
steps. A preliminary study showed that the equilibration of vanillin
was attained after a period of 12 h. The time required to establish the equilibrium of vanillin was experimentally determined by
measuring the concentration of vanillin in each phase at different times until reproducible data were obtained. The temperatures
evaluated were 288.15 K, 298.15 K, 308.15 K, 318.15 K and 328.15 K
within an uncertainty of ±0.01 K, and attained using an air bath
equipped with a Pt 100 probe and PID controller or making use
of a refrigerated water bath, Julabo F34. After a careful separation
of both phases, the amount of vanillin at each aqueous phase was
quantiﬁed through UV-spectroscopy, using a SHIMADZU UV-1700,
Pharma-Spec Spectrometer, at wavelength of 280 nm. Calibration
curves were properly established. At least three individual samples
of each phase were quantiﬁed in order to determine the vanillin
partition coefﬁcients and the respective standard deviations. Possible interferences of both K3 PO4 and all ILs with the analytical
method were investigated and found to be not signiﬁcant at the
working conditions used.
The partition coefﬁcients of vanillin, KVan , were determined as
the ratio of the concentration of vanillin in the IL and in the inorganic salt (K3 PO4 ) aqueous-rich phases, accordingly to:
KVan =

[Van]IL
[Van]K3 PO4

(1)
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Fig. 2. Chemical structure of the studied ILs: (i) [C2 mim]Cl; (ii) [C4 mim]Cl; (iii) [C6 mim]Cl; (iv) [C7 mim]Cl; (v) [C10 mim]Cl; (vi) [amim]Cl; (vii) [C7 H7 mim]Cl; (viii)
[OHC2 mim]Cl; (ix) [C4 mim]Br; (x) [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ]; (xi) [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ]; (xii) [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ]; (xiii) [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ]; (xiv) [C4 mim][N(CN)2 ].

where [Van]IL and [Van]K3 PO4 are the concentration of vanillin in the
IL and in the inorganic salt aqueous-rich phases, respectively. For
all the ternary mixtures evaluated, and at the compositions used,
the top layer is the IL-rich phase while the bottom phase is the
K3 PO4 -rich phase.
2.3. Density and viscosity
Density and viscosity of the phases formed during the vanillin
extraction were measured using an automated SVM 3000 Anton
Paar rotational Stabinger viscometer-densimeter in the temperature range from 298.15 K to 318.15 K, within an uncertainty
of ±0.02 K. The dynamic viscosity has a relative uncertainty
within 0.35%, while the absolute uncertainty in density is
±5 × 10−4 g cm−3 .
3. Results and discussion
The extraction of a molecule with ATPS strongly depends on
the ability to manipulate the physical/chemical properties of the
phases aiming at obtaining high partition coefﬁcients and speciﬁc
selectivity for the biomolecules of interest. Several advances can
be used to control the molecules partitioning, such as the chemical
nature of the system, temperature of equilibrium, system composition and inclusion of antisolvents, co-solvents or amphiphilic
structures. Three process variables were evaluated in this work:
the IL cation and anion structure, the temperature of extraction,
and the initial concentration of vanillin. To optimize the ILs to
be used and operating conditions for the vanillin extraction, it
is of high importance to understand the physicochemical issues
that rule the biomolecule partitioning between the two equilibrated aqueous-rich phases. The values of the partition coefﬁcients
between the two phases result from a complex balance between
IL–vanillin, K3 PO4 –vanillin and water–vanillin interactions and are
determined by the relative strengths of the interactions of the
biomolecule with each of the components present in the sys-

tem. Taking into account the vanillin and ILs molecular structures
depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, these interactions may result from dispersive forces, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen-bonding, steric and
conformational effects, molecular size and · · · stacking [6,31,32].
The partitioning of vanillin into one phase requires the disruption of interactions between its components to create a cavity
where the solute can be accommodated. It is thus expected that
vanillin will partition to a phase where less energy is required
to create a cavity and that the new interaction formed between
vanillin and its solvation neighbors are indeed more favorable. For
all the studied systems it was observed that vanillin preferentially
migrates for the IL-rich phase (KVan > 1) resulting from the favorable interactions between vanillin and imidazolium-based ILs, and
from the lower energy required to create a cavity in the IL-rich
phase due to the lower surface tension of this phase [33]. The
mass fraction compositions used for the determination of each
partition coefﬁcient, as well as the partition coefﬁcients values
and respective standard deviations, are presented in Supporting
Information.
3.1. Effect of IL ions in vanillin partitioning
In order to evaluate the IL ions inﬂuence in the extraction
of vanillin several combinations were performed. For the cation
improvement study, the chloride anion was kept, while combined with the following cations: [C2 mim]+ , [C4 mim]+ , [C6 mim]+ ,
[C7 mim]+ , [C10 mim]+ , [amim]+ , [OHC2 mim]+ and [C7 H7 mim]+ . The
selected ILs allow the study of the alkyl side chain length effect, as
well as the study of additional functional groups. The IL anion was
evaluated through the use of the [C4 mim]+ cation combined with
the following anions: Cl− , Br− , [CH3 CO2 ]− , [CH3 SO3 ]− , [CF3 SO3 ]− ,
[CH3 SO4 ]− and [N(CN)2 ]− . All of these studies were performed at
298.15 K.
The partition coefﬁcients measured at 298.15 K are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 and show that KVan ranges between
2.72 and 49.59 (at approximately the same mass fraction com-
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Fig. 3. Partition coefﬁcients of vanillin in chloride-based ILs + K3 PO4 ATPS at
298.15 K.

Fig. 4. Partition coefﬁcients of vanillin in [C4 mim]-based ILs + K3 PO4 ATPS at
298.15 K.

positions of IL and inorganic salt). Regarding the IL cation
inﬂuence, the ability of ILs to extract vanillin follows the order:
[C6 mim]Cl > [C4 mim]Cl > [C7 H7 mim]Cl > [C7 mim]Cl > [C2 mim]Cl
≈ [amim]Cl > [OHC2 mim]Cl  [C10 mim]Cl. Increasing the alkyl side
chain of the imidazolium cation there is an increase on the vanillin
partition coefﬁcients, reaching a maximum with [C6 mim]Cl, followed by a decrease until [C10 mim]Cl. Indeed, the lowest partition
coefﬁcient of vanillin was observed for the IL with the longest
cation alkyl chain length, [C10 mim]Cl. Increasing the size of the
alkyl side chain it increases the IL free volume while decreasing the
surface tension of the system [33], and thus decreasing the energy
of cavity formation to accommodate a vanillin molecule. However,
the increase of the alkyl side chain length leads to a decrease on the
strength of the coulombic and polar interactions, while increasing
the dispersive interactions, between the IL ions [15,34]. Therefore,
these two contributions will act in different directions leading to
the observed maximum value on the partition coefﬁcients at about
[C6 mim]Cl.
The presence of a double bound, an aromatic moiety or an
hydroxyl group at the imidazolium alkyl chain increases the IL
hydrophilicity or the IL afﬁnity for water [10]. Nevertheless, the
partition coefﬁcients of vanillin were not signiﬁcantly enhanced
using [C7 H7 mim]Cl, [amim]Cl or [OHC2 mim]Cl when compared
with the values obtained for [C7 mim]Cl, [C4 mim]Cl and [C2 mim]Cl.
Although differences are observed with the IL cation, especially

with the alkyl side chain length, the addition of functional groups
does not have a particular effect on the partitioning of vanillin.
Indeed, only for [C7 H7 mim]Cl the partition coefﬁcient increases
slightly compared to [C7 mim]Cl, although they are not statistically
different taking into account the associated standard deviations.
The results indicate that an increase in the IL cation hydrophilic
character by the inclusion of additional functional groups does
not improves the vanillin extraction. It seems thus that the
cation-anion interaction strengths are the major forces driving
the partitioning of vanillin. Weaker coulombic forces allow an
easily access of vanillin to interact both with the IL cation and
anion.
Regarding the IL anions effect on the vanillin extraction, shown in Fig. 4, the following rank was observed:
[C4 mim]Cl > [C4 mim][N(CN)2 ] > [C4 mim]Br > [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] >
[C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ] > [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ] ≈ [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ].
Vanillin partitions preferentially for IL-rich phases composed
by halogenated ions, such as Cl− or Br− , or for ILs comprising
anions with a more hydrophobic character and a higher hydrogen
bonding accepting character, such as [N(CN)2 ]− . In addition,
the ﬂuorination of [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ] to a more hydrophobic IL,
[C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ], enhances the partition coefﬁcient. Finally, the
sulfate anion is more effective in extracting vanillin than the sulfonate and acetate anions. Indeed, methanesulfonate and acetate
anions are strongly salting-out inducing ions, resulting therefore
in lower partition coefﬁcients, as observed before [6]. In general it
is observed that vanillin extraction becomes more efﬁcient using
IL anions with a salting-in inducing behavior. Ions that usually
promote the solutes salting-in increase their partition coefﬁcients
in contrast to the salting-out inducing ions that tend to decrease
them. Salting-out inducing ions (high charge density ions) have a
greater tendency to form hydration complexes, and thus do not
interact with vanillin, decreasing therefore the respective partition
coefﬁcients. On the other hand, for salting-in inducing ions (low
charge density ions) the tendency to form hydration complexes is
marginal and thus they tend to stabilize the solutes in solution by
speciﬁc ion binding to the solute [16,19].
3.2. Effect of temperature in vanillin partitioning
The effect of temperature on the partition coefﬁcients of
vanillin was studied with four ILs: [C4 mim]Cl, [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ],
[C7 H7 mim]Cl and [amim]Cl. These ILs allowed to study whether
the anion and cation suffer different inﬂuences on the temperature
variations. The temperatures evaluated were 288.15 K, 298.15 K,
308.15 K, 318.15 K and 328.15 K. Accordingly to previous studies
[20,23,35–36], using IL-based ATPS, the temperature was shown
to be either a negligible or a signiﬁcant factor in the extraction
of various types of biomolecules. While He et al. [20] indicated
that temperature had not signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the distribution
behavior of steroids, Pei et al. [23], on the other hand, reported
that temperature greatly inﬂuences the extraction efﬁciency of proteins. As a result it can be established that the partition coefﬁcients
dependence on temperature will largely depend on the solute and
ternary system under study.
The results obtained for the temperature inﬂuence on the
vanillin partitioning are depicted in Fig. 5. The results indicate that
the temperature greatly inﬂuences the vanillin partition. This effect
is less pronounced for systems containing the IL [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ].
The [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ], [C7 H7 mim]Cl and [amim]Cl systems have
an optimum temperature for the extraction of vanillin at 298.15 K
while for [C4 mim]Cl the largest partition coefﬁcient was observed
at 308.15 K.
Both IL cation and anion contribute for the differences observed
in the partition coefﬁcients and their dependence on temperature.
The presence of maximum values in the partition coefﬁcients as a
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Fig. 5. Partition coefﬁcients of vanillin in IL + K3 PO4 ATPS as a function of temperature for the ILs: [C4 mim]Cl, [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ], [C7 H7 mim]Cl and [amim]Cl.

function of temperature suggest that the partitioning of vanillin is
driven by opposite effects that result from the temperature dependency of the energetic and entropic contributions.
For the systems studied, the partition coefﬁcients of vanillin are
higher than those observed for the octanol–water system [3] that
also show a decrease in the partition coefﬁcients of vanillin with the
temperature increase (in the range between 298.15 K and 318.15 K).
In order to calculate the vanillin thermodynamic parameters of
0 ), the stantransfer, such as the standard molar Gibbs energy (tr Gm
0 ), and the standard molar entropy of
dard molar enthalpy (tr Hm
0 ), the van’t Hoff approach was used. The plots of
transfer (tr Sm
ln(KVan ) versus 1/T for the four ILs studied, in the temperature range
from 298.15 K to 328.15 K, are provided in Supporting Information.
These parameters reveal the association equilibrium between the
vanillin composition in two different ﬂuids. The following isochors
were used to determine the molar thermodynamic functions of
transfer (Eqs. (2)–(4)) [37–38],
ln(KVan ) = −

0
0
tr Hm
1
tr Sm
× +
R
T
R

(2)

0
0
0
= tr Hm
− T tr Sm
tr Gm

(3)

0
tr Gm
= −RT ln(KVan )

(4)

where KVan is the partition coefﬁcient of vanillin, R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1 ), T is the temperature (K), and
0 ,  S 0 and  G0 are the standard molar enthalpy of transtr Hm
tr m
tr m
fer, the standard molar entropy of transfer and the standard molar
Gibbs energy of vanillin transfer, respectively.
For the four systems, the plots of ln(KVan ) versus 1/T exhibit
linearity indicating that the molar enthalpy of transfer of vanillin
is temperature independent in the temperature range between
0 ,
298.15 K and 328.15 K. In Table 1, the obtained values of tr Gm
0
0
tr Hm and tr Sm at 298.15 K are summarized. The calculated
0 values are negative for all the systems evaluated reﬂecttr Gm
ing the spontaneous and preferential partitioning of vanillin for
0 values
the IL-rich phase and as indicated by the KVan > 1. tr Hm
are negative indicating that the transference of vanillin from the
K3 PO4 -rich phase to the IL-rich phase is an exothermic process
which further reﬂects the favorable vanillin-IL type interactions.

The standard molar enthalpies of transfer largely depend on the
IL anion while the effect of changing the IL cation is only relevant for cases where the chain side cation is highly complex, as
for [C7 H7 mim]Cl. These results again suggest that the partitioning
process is essentially controlled by the anion interactions with the
solute.
The results here obtained show that the effect of temperature on
the extraction of vanillin is highly signiﬁcant and that it is necessary
to control the temperature at which the extraction is performed to
achieve the maximum efﬁciency.

3.3. Effect of concentration in vanillin partitioning
Fig. 6 shows the partition coefﬁcients for different initial concentrations of vanillin. The ILs used to study this effect were [C4 mim]Cl,
[C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] and [C7 H7 mim]Cl. The range of vanillin concentrations in the water mass fraction at the ternary system
varied between 0.5 g dm−3 (3.3 × 10−3 mol dm−3 ) and 7.5 g dm−3
(4.9 × 10−2 mol dm−3 ). It should be pointed out that the saturation of vanillin in water at 298.15 K is around 10.0 g dm−3
(6.5 × 10−2 mol kg−1 ) [39]. For the three ILs studied there is an
increase in the vanillin partition coefﬁcients with the initial concentration of the solute. Note that the value at 7.5 g dm−3 is not shown
for [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] since a precipitation of vanillin/ionic liquid
mixture was observed at these conditions (as conﬁrmed by NMR
spectroscopic analysis). The precipitation of vanillin was found to
be of 82 wt% and results from the salting-out inducing ability of
[C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] as discussed before. The dependence on the initial concentration is less pronounced for the IL [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ],
while highly noticeable with [C4 mim]Cl and [C7 H7 mim]Cl. These
results suggest that the IL cation starts to largely inﬂuence the
dependency of the partitioning of vanillin with the solute content.
Since anions are typically more polarizable than cations, due to
their more diffuse valence electronic conﬁguration, their hydration
is usually stronger than that of cations and, as a result, their saltingout effects are more prominent [16,19]. Thus, due to the stronger
ability of anions for salting-out, and particularly of the methylsulfate anion, the presence of additional vanillin does not conduct
to favorable interactions between IL anions and the solute. In

Table 1
Standard molar thermodynamic functions of transfer of vanillin at 298.15 K.
−1

System

0
tr Hm
(kJ mol

[C4 mim]Cl + K3 PO4 + water
[C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] + K3 PO4 + water
[C7 H7 mim]Cl + K3 PO4 + water
[amim]Cl + K3 PO4 + water

−24
−13
−14
−24

)

−1

0
tr Sm
(J mol

−47
−16
−13
−51

K−1 )

−1

0
tr Gm
(kJ mol

−10
−8
−9
−9

)

ln(KVan )
3.95
3.18
3.70
3.55
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Fig. 6. Partition coefﬁcients of vanillin in IL + K3 PO4 ATPS as a function of initial vanillin concentration for the ILs: [C4 mim]Cl, [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] and [C7 H7 mim]Cl.

Fig. 7. Experimental viscosity () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C2 mim]Cl; () [C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C6 mim]Cl; () [C7 mim]Cl; (—) [C10 mim]Cl.

contrast, methylsulfate preferentially forms hydration complexes.
Therefore, when increasing the vanillin content, the increase in the
partition coefﬁcients is more evident when changing the IL cation
due to their higher aptitude for speciﬁc binding with the phenolic
aldehyde (typical salting-in inducing ions).
3.4. Density and viscosity
The physical properties of the upper and lower phase in different ternary systems at various compositions and temperatures
are imperative for the design and scale up of extraction processes.
Therefore, densities and viscosities of all systems evaluated in this
work, in the temperature range between 298.15 K and 328.15 K,
were determined at the following ternary composition: 15 wt% of
K3 PO4 + 25 wt% of IL + 60 wt% of water (except for [OHC2 mim]Cl
that was at 15 wt% of K3 PO4 + 40 wt% of IL + 45 wt% of water). Results

are displayed in Figs. 7–14. The experimental data obtained are
reported in Supporting Information. In Figs. 7 and 8, data for viscosities of the chloride-based ILs are presented. For the IL-rich
phase the viscosities monotonically increase with the alkyl side
chain length increase from [C2 mim]Cl ( = 2.98 mPa s at 298.15 K)
to [C10 mim]Cl ( = 14.19 mPa s at 298.15 K). Concerning the inﬂuence of the functional groups inclusion, the viscosities of the
IL-rich phase decrease in the order: [OHC2 mim]Cl ( = 6.27 mPa s
at 298.15 K) > [C7 H7 mim]Cl > [C4 mim]Cl > [amim]Cl ( = 2.96 mPa s
at 298.15 K). Although [OHC2 mim]Cl presents relatively high viscosity values it should be remarked that this system is richer in
IL than the remaining systems so that a direct comparison is not
indeed fair. Regarding the inorganic salt-rich phase for the systems
with the chloride-based ILs the values of viscosities at 298.15 K
range between 9.25 mPa s for [OHC2 mim]Cl and 2.56 mPa s for
[C10 mim]Cl. An opposite trend with the ILs was observed for the

Fig. 8. Experimental viscosity () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; () [amim]Cl; (䊉) [C7 H7 mim]Cl; () [OHC2 mim]Cl.
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Fig. 9. Experimental viscosity () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ]; () [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ].

Fig. 10. Experimental viscosity () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ]; (—) [C4 mim][N(CN)2 ]; () [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ]; () [C4 mim]Br.

Fig. 11. Experimental density () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C2 mim]Cl; () [C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C6 mim]Cl; () [C7 mim]Cl; (—) [C10 mim]Cl.

Fig. 12. Experimental density () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; () [amim]Cl; (䊉) [C7 H7 mim]Cl; () [OHC2 mim]Cl.
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Fig. 13. Experimental density () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ]; () [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ].

Fig. 14. Experimental density () as a function of temperature for the IL-rich phase (full symbols) and K3 PO4 -rich phase (open symbols) for systems composed by ILs: ()
[C4 mim]Cl; (䊉) [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ]; (—) [C4 mim][N(CN)2 ]; () [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ]; () [C4 mim]Br.

viscosities at the K3 PO4 -rich phase. The opposite trends are in good
agreement with each other since the most viscous ILs are also the
least water soluble.
The viscosities of the IL-rich phases are surprisingly low for
ATPS and also sometimes lower than the viscosities observed at the
K3 PO4 -rich phase. This trend was observed for systems composed
by [C2 mim]Cl, [C4 mim]Cl, [OHC2 mim]Cl and [amim]Cl. In particular for [C4 mim]Cl there is an inversion on the relative viscosities
with the temperature.
The viscosity data for [C4 mim]-based ILs are depicted in
Figs. 9 and 10. The results for the IL-rich phase shows that the
[C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ] system ( = 8.05 mPa s at 298.15 K) presents
the higher viscosity while [C4 mim][Br] ( = 3.23 mPa s at
298.15 K) presents the lower viscosity values. The viscosity
data at 298.15 K, and at the same mass fraction compositions,
decrease in the following order: [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ] > [C4 mim]
[CH3 CO2 ] > [C4 mim]Cl > [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ] > [C4 mim][N(CN)2 ] >
[C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ] > [C4 mim]Br. The viscosities of the salt-rich
phase at 298.15 K range between 4.76 mPa s for [C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ]
and 2.00 mPa s for [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ]. Again, and as observed with
the chloride-based ILs, the viscosity of the inorganic salt-rich phase
is higher for the systems containing the ILs [C4 mim][CH3 SO3 ] and
[C4 mim][CH3 CO2 ].
One of the critical problems related to the polymer-based
ATPS is the high viscosity of the polymer-rich phases [40,41]. It
was previously shown [13] that phosphonium-based ATPS displayed lower viscosities than polymer-based ATPS. As shown here
the imidazolium-based ATPS present even lower viscosity values
than their phosphonium counterparts which is highly beneﬁcial
in industrial processes. The low viscosity systems favors the mass
transfer of the solute between the two phases, as well as in improving the phases handling.
The density data for all the studied systems are presented
in Figs. 11–14, in the temperature range between 298.15 K and

328.15 K. In all equilibrated systems the density of the K3 PO4 rich phase is higher than the density of the IL-rich phase.
Only for the system containing [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ] the densities of both phases are very similar. For the IL-rich phase the
value of densities at 298.15 K range between 1.0366 g cm−3 for
[C4 mim][N(CN)2 ] and 1.2169 g cm−3 for [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ]. For the
bottom phase (K3 PO4 -rich phase) the density values at 298.15 K
range between 1.2291 g cm−3 in the system with [C4 mim][CF3 SO3 ]
and 1.5265 g cm−3 for the system composed by [OHC2 mim]Cl. Comparing IL-based ATPS and typical polymer–inorganic salt ATPS [40]
there are not signiﬁcant differences in the density values. In both
systems the top phase is the IL- or polymer-rich phase, while the
bottom layer is the inorganic salt-rich phase.
4. Conclusions
In this work the optimization of the IL structure for the improved
extraction of vanillin was experimentally determined by measuring the partition coefﬁcients on several IL-based ATPS. The effect
of the IL cation and anion structure, the temperature of equilibrium and the concentration of the solute were evaluated. All
the studied parameters have shown to inﬂuence the extraction
of vanillin. For all the studied systems, and at all the conditions analyzed, vanillin preferentially partitions for the IL-rich
phase presenting KVan > 1. The partition coefﬁcients dependency
with the cation alkyl chain length displays a maximum for the
system formed by [C6 mim]Cl resulting from a decrease in the
polar character of the IL cation and lower surface tension at
the IL-rich phase. The introduction of features such as double
bounds, benzyl and hydroxyl groups had only a marginal impact
on the partition coefﬁcients of vanillin. Regarding the IL anion,
vanillin partitions preferentially for ILs composed by halogenated
anions, such as Cl− or Br− , or by anions with a higher hydrogen bonding accepting character, such as [N(CN)2 ]− . The inﬂuence
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of temperature in the partitioning of vanillin presented a maximum in the extraction efﬁciency at 298.15 K for [C4 mim][CH3 SO4 ],
[C7 H7 mim]Cl and [amim]Cl and at 308.15 K for [C4 mim]Cl. Moreover, the partition coefﬁcients of vanillin increased monotonically
with the initial concentration of the solute added to the global
system. Variations in the partition coefﬁcients as a function of
the vanillin concentration were more dependent on the IL cation
nature.
The viscosities of the IL-rich phase in all IL-based ATPS studied
were found to be substantially lower than those observed in typical
polymer-based ATPS bringing improved advantages for industrial
applications of the systems here studied.
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